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1 - Introduction

This presentation will cover figures related to the current situation of the
dairy market in Australia and worldwide.

My personal passion for this field, my working experiences in different
Countries and some trips to Australia have encouraged me to write about it.

The dairy industry was and remains a strategic sector, and its dynamics are 
constantly evolving in an increasingly global market.

It is therefore crucial to have a clear vision in order to have a clear strategy
for the future.

The ultimate aim of this work is to provide some suggestions which I hope
will be useful for the Australian dairy sector, a country which hosted me and
allowed me to experience new positive events in my life, both professional and
personally.
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2 - Purposes:

The dairy industry is constantly evolving:
 Technological innovations

 Commercial dynamics

 Change of demand

Such dynamics will logically influence and inflate increasingly
production and commercial strategies.

Current globalization process has also influenced the dairy industry, as
trade patterns have changed, and new figures have emerged that, until a few
years ago, were not present, such as China and other Asian countries.
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"New entries" will significantly affect the dairy market, in terms of 
quantity and quality of product.

It is therefore essential to have such aspects in place to apply 
appropriate production and commercial strategies for the future.
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3 - SOME FIGURES
• Australia
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China:
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Japan:
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Italy: Italian dairy products are using 75% of Italian milk.

Italy is competing with other European milk producers, where their own raw 
material is costing 30% less.

40% of Italian dairy products are D.O.P (denomination of origin) with a link 
between final product, enviroment and man’s work’s.

This strategy allows Italian dairy products to be competitive and to surivive in the 
market. 12



4 - TERROIR: link with the territory
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The term Terroir is a very complex concept which, due to language 
barriers, can be misunderstood or wrongly translated.

This term means the complex link between finished product, raw
material, environment and man's work.

Terroir is the result of indepth knowledge of the various production
factors managed and modulated by the work of man with the intent of giving a 
unique product with particular characteristics.



This work is perfectly expressed by French colleagues with the 
term ''savoir faire'' ... the knowledge of making...

France and its cheese

The link between territory and raw material is an added value to
the product, because it characterizes and enhances it, removing 
imitation and competition.
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5 - SUGGESTIONS:
The Australian dairy industry has reached high qualitative and quantitative

standards in the past decades.

The product range represents the cultural heritage of Australia. Migratory 
flows have also led to dairy traditions of ancient countries and ancient times.

Examples: Seasoned and Pasta Filata Italian cheese , yoghurt and Greek feta and 
cheese from Northern Europe. 

The concept of Australia as ''young'' country is far exceeded...
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Australia has demonstrated its "savoir faire" .... from the hard 
work in the outback to the high quality and organizational level of its
dairies.
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The great climatic
variety, flora and fauna, so
carefully protected over the
decades, are a unique and
inimitable reality.

The continent
Australia has all the rules in 
place to apply the concept
of terroir concretely
because the climatic
conditions, the raw
material and the
professional experiences
gained being unique and
inimitable.
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Australian savoir faire has a white cloth ready to be painted...
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6 - WORK PLANE
The creation of Australian dairy products is a synergistic

work, a new exciting field of work that has to involve the various

figures of the sector.
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This common work has to be seen as:

• Common synergy work of the various figures: a flywheel for
industry knowledge.

• Economic opportunities for the dairy industry economy.

• Medium-long term investment for the dairy industry.

• Social Benefits: A sustainable dairy chain, clear and fair to the
various figures and careful control of the territory is a social
benefit, a guarantee for the environment and for the economy in 
the medium to long term.
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Providing added 
value to dairy products 
involves improving and 
optimizing raw material 
according to its end use. 
The selection and 
production of optimal milk 
types for the various uses 
is already exploited in 
Europe.

This added value
affects milk producers
positively, sheltering them
from strong fluctuations in 
demand and price. 
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The Ingredients industry will be strongly encouraged to invest in 
study and preparation of products ad hoc such as indigenous lactic starters
with native strains and exclusive ingredients for new products.

The dairy processing industry has a white sheet to work on. New 
milk fractionation technologies, new ingredients and modern facilities are
a thrilling testing bench. A product with strong links to the land and raw
material also passes for new technologies.
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Authorities will be stimulated to study new methods of control, 
research, creation of production rules, continuous updating and higher
presence on the territory.

To conclude, the agricultural sector has a small number of 
employees, but with a high economic, social and strategic weight. 

An investment to implement and protect their performances has 
high media coverage with low investments.
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7 -EXAMPLES

Even cheese with over 1000 

years of history, such as Grana 

Padano and the Mozzarella di 

Bufala Campana, are 

constantly evolving ...
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An interesting example is 
Gran Kinara, a cheese produced in 
North of Italy with Grana Padano
technology, but replacing the animal
rennet with vegetable rennet.

The use of vegetable rennet
extracted from the flowers of Cynara
cardunculus, the common wild
thistle that grows spontaneously
also on the mountains, has allowed
to offer a rare, sought after
alternative to traditional animal
rennet, which can contribute
decisively to the "zero lactose" of 
the Gran Kinara and to provide
original and pleasing organoleptic
characteristics.
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In addition, the use of 

a laser pantograph for

shaping Gran Kinara has 

allowed to offer an exclusive

product on the market as 

the end customer can have

their own logo and thus

differentiate and further

characterize their product.
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Laser pantograph working on Gran Kinara



This work of 
characterization, 
using vegetable 
rennet and obtaining 
international 
certifications such as 
Halal and Kosher, 
allowed this cheese 
to penetrate into 
closed market brands 
up to that time.
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Also Mozzarella di Bufala, fruit
of Italian savoir faire, continues to
evolve...

The use of vegetable charcoal
and lactase enzyme in to the milk has 
allowed further characterization, 
allowing it to be available to
consumers with intolerance and
digestive problems.
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380 300 Experience

I personally worked as a consultant for two years at 38-30 

Ciftligi, Turkey. This interesting project is going to be the second 

biggest modern art park in the World.
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Inside the art park there are buffalo and cow farms and milk is transformed in
the cheese factory.
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Artificial lake, work in progress
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Being competitive in a 
dairy market with strong
competition, maintaining quality
levels and representing this
unique project were my major
challenges...

38-30 cheese factory

38-30 Snail, modern art



Afyonkarahisar Castle on the characteristic Anatolian rocks

We created a new line of cheese, in accordance with the local traditions and
taste. There was a strong relationship between the project and our raw material.
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The result was a new innovative cheese line with a direct link to the project, 
local traditions and high competiveness on the market, thanks its uniqueness.
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8 - AGEING

To make cheese we need one crazy man....to take care of cheese we need
nine crazy men...

( Italian Proverb )
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Ageing or affinage is a process required for many types of cheese.

Cheese should be seen as a living product that, due to various factors during 
the ageing process, expresses its characteristics.

An appropriate knowledge and modulation of these factors
determines the final result of the cheese.
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Seasoning is also one of the steps to work on characterizing and
identifying Australian cheese.

An example: The most famous ham in the world, Parma Ham, is 
uniquely outstanding thanks to the breeze coming from the sea that 
accompanies it throughout its ripening.

Australia has more than 34,000 km of coastline......
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CHEESE IS ART

Cheese has been developed over many centuries; the
result of  a sophisticated knowledge of  raw materials, 

climate and habitat.
If Art is the expression of  human skill and

imagination…. 

•

Then Cheese is Art.....
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10 - CONCLUSIONS

 The dairy market is constantly evolving. Its dynamics are changing and will
change more and more in the future.

 Markets considered competitive will change with the entry of new
countries and exit of others.

 Australia has skillfully worked to improve and strengthen its dairy industry. 
Its future also depends on the characterization and protection of its products
in an increasingly competitive market. 

 The unique natural, climatic heritage and its work deserve to be 
represented also through its dairy products.

 It is essential to study a new strategy for the future as the dairy sector is 
not only a source of business, but also source of social stability and the
protection of the territory.

 It is therefore time to show the savoir faire made in Australia ...
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Thank you for your attention........
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